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No part of this publication may be copied without the express written permission of Druva.

Trademarks

Windows® is a U.S. registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Linux is a U.S. registered trademark of Linus Torvalds. Red Hat®

Enterprise Linux® is a registered trademark of Red Hat Inc. Ubuntu is a registered trademark of Canonical Ltd. Apple, Mac and Mac OS

are trademarks of Apple Inc. Other brands and product names mentioned in this manual may be trademarks or registered trademarks

of their respective companies and are hereby acknowledged.

Disclaimer

The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. Druva Inc. shall not be liable for errors contained herein

or for incidental or consequential damages in connection with the performance, or use of this manual.

This document outlines policy and guidelines adopted by the Druva Support team to ensure smooth customer experience. This document

contains proprietary, confidential, and legally privileged information for the sole use of the person or entity to which this document is

originally addressed. Any review, e-transmission dissemination or other use of or taking of any action in reliance upon this information

by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited.
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Revision history

Revision Date Changes

1.0 April 2012 First edition

2.0 May 2015 Added information about EOL policies

2.1 September 2015 Added details about improved case submissions, new Support Portal, and Premium
Support Policy

2.2 June 2020 Editorial updates, no changes to policy

2.3 October 2021 Editorial updates for Learn Portal and Offerings, no changes to policy

Overview

At Druva, we are committed to provide timely support services to our customers. We provide support services to assist our customers

with technical queries, licensing information, and issues regarding the Druva products. Our services are available 24x7x365, and English

is the primary language of support.

For assistance, you can either browse through our online resources or create a support case through Druva Support Portal.

Druva Support service offerings

Druva Support offers Business Critical and Premium Support. Each issue is unique and carries a different set of complexities and

challenges. Druva Support will make all reasonable efforts to provide a response within the assigned time frame.

The following tables give a brief comparison between Business Critical and Premium Support services.

Support Offerings Business Critical
(Included with Druva Service)

Premium Support
(Purchased)

Access 24x7x365

Phone/Web/Chat Phone/Web Phone/Web/Chat

Support Language English English

Self Help Resources
(Docs, KB’s, Learning, & Webinar)

Support Experience Level Level - 2
(Pool)

Level - 3
(Pool)

Named Support Engineer
Operate Remotely local business hours

Service Levels Standard Enhanced

Proactive Information Sharing
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Support Type Business-Critical Premium Support (offered separately)

Priority Initial response time Follow-up time Initial response time Follow-up time

Critical 1 hour 4 hours 30 minutes 2 hours

High 2 hours 8 hours 1 hour 4 hours

Medium 4 hours 24 hours 2 hours 12 hours

Low 8 hours 48 hours 4 hours 24 hours

Click here to learn more about Business Critical Support.

Click here to learn more about Premium Support.

Priority levels

You or the Druva support engineer can specify the priority of the service request. The following table provides guidelines about

the priority definitions:

Priority Description

Critical
The Druva product is unavailable which critically affects your production environment.
You observe a complete loss of service.
A workaround is not yet available.

High
The Druva product is affected, and your production environment is running but impacted.
You observe a severe loss of service.
A workaround is not yet available.

Medium
A function in the Druva product has failed; however, your production environment is not affected.
You observe a minor loss of service.
Druva Support is aware of the issue and a workaround is available.

Low
No impact to the functionality of Druva Product and to your production environment or business.
This includes requests about the Druva Product, such as an enhancement, information, documentation,
and how-to questions. You observe no loss of service.

Support Portal features

Druva Support Portal provides time-saving tools to solve problems, answer questions, share documentation, and create a case. Druva

provides the following online support services.

Knowledge

Search for solutions and technical documents that contain information about common problems and steps to resolve the issues.

Notifications about releases are also available on Knowledge.

Forums

Druva Forums is your community hub where you can post questions to the community, exchange information, and connect with your

technical peers. With each interaction, you can also earn reward points.

Create and track a case

Create, update, manage, and track your case online. For more information, see Case Submission.

Announcements

Druva posts Product announcements, release notes, and alerts on a regular basis. Click here, to read the latest announcements.
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How to get Support?

General information

You can contact Druva Technical Support in the following ways:

● Support Portal

● Chat

● Telephone

Support Portal

By logging in to the Druva Support Portal, you can choose to submit a case, initiate a chat, or find the telephone numbers to contact

the Druva support engineers. You can also browse the Druva Knowledge and Forums to engage with the Druva customers, partners,

and experts.

Chat Support

Chat Support is available with the Premium Support Offering. Chat support allows you to directly contact Druva technical support.

To deliver the best experience and right person for the issue, Druva requires you to log into the support portal and click Chat Now.

You will be presented with the following options:

1. Select a case

2. Select case type

Based on your support requirement, you can select an existing case or open a new case by selecting the case type to initiate chat with

Druva technical support.

Telephone Support

The Druva technical support is available 24x7x365 to answer your questions. For information about Druva technical support phone

numbers, see the Contact Us section on support.druva.com. All customers are entitled to receive telephone support 24x7x365.

Case submission

The following illustration depicts the different ways to contact Druva Support and submit a case:

How to submit a case?

1. Open support.druva.com and login to the Druva Support Portal. If you are a new user, click here to register on the Druva

Support Portal.

2. Click the Submit a Case option under the Support Quick Links section.

3. On the Submit a New Case page, provide the following information.

● Issue description, priority, and case type.

● Product details, such as product and its version, operating system details.

● Attachments that include screen captures of the issue, log files, and relevant information.

The information that you provide helps the Support team to work on your case quickly and effectively.
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4. Click Submit a Case.

When you enter the case details, related articles will be displayed to help you resolve your issue. If the suggested articles do not

provide the information that you require, you can proceed to submit the case.

You can track the status of your case and add your comments online. You can even change the priority of the case or escalate

the case.

Note: For critical issues that affect your business and need immediate action, Druva recommends that you create a case and then

call Druva Support. Please ensure that you have the case number handy when you call Druva Support. For information about

Druva Support phone numbers, see the Contact Us section on support.druva.com.

Information to be provided during case submission

While resolving your case, the support engineer will request you to provide key information or to perform certain tasks.

Following are the tasks that you might have to perform:

● Provide clear description and system information while reporting an issue.

● Provide specific logs from the system and perform tests to generate debug logs.

● Involve networking, database, or other technology-specific administrators to help troubleshoot the issue.

● Involve relevant third-party software vendors or hardware vendors wherever required.

● For example, operating system vendors and database vendors.

How to escalate a case?

You can escalate your case if you require assistance on higher

priority or are not satisfied with the current progress of the issue.

To escalate a case:

1. Find the ticket from the Case section in the Support Portal.

2. Click on the “Escalate” Button.

3. Provide the Reason for Escalation and hit save.

In addition, you can call Druva Support and request to speak to

the Team Manager regarding your escalation.

Note: Please ensure that you have the case number handy when

you call Druva Support. For information about Druva Support

phone numbers, see the Contact Us section on support.druva.com.

Druva ensures that your case gets the required visibility until the issue is addressed. The following diagram provides information about

the escalation process. As per the time required to address the issue, the visibility will automatically change to the next highest level to

ensure swift assistance.

Best practices

Getting started

Find procedures to setup & deploy your respective products

Set up Druva Cloud Platform

Set up inSync for Endpoints

Set up inSync for SaaS Apps

Set up Hybrid Workloads

Set up Native Workloads
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Self-Service

● Check whether the issue and workaround is already available at Forums and Knowledge.

● Browse through our extensive Documentation Portal that provides Release Notes details, feature descriptions, procedures,

FAQ’s, and troubleshooting tips for the Druva products.

● Inform Druva about any changes in the contacts and support category of your organization in order to keep your profile

up-to-date.

Professional Services

Professional Services from Druva enable you to get the most out of your inSync deployment while saving IT time and resources. Reduce

internal resources required to deploy and manage inSync, benefit from Druva’s expertise, and customize your inSync deployment to meet

your needs. Refer the following link to learn more about the Professional Services that Druva offers: druva.com/professional-services/

Training

Our goal is to enable you to successfully operationalize Druva products in your environment. Follow our guided learning paths and watch

on-demand videos in your own space at your own pace. As you successfully complete all the learning paths, you will feel confident about

getting your organization off to a great start with Druva.

You can check our available training courses here: learn.druva.com

Druva Service Continuity Notification Portal

Product
Change Type for

Service Continuity
Frequency Summary

Notice On
Cloud Status

Email
Notification

EP/SaaS
Apps

Planned
Infrastructure
and Service
Upgrade

Weekly
Main Cloud
Saturday- 9 :00
AM to 3:00 PM
UTC
Gov Cloud
Friday - 5:00 PM
to 11:30 PM UTC Cloud

optimizations and
service tuning.
New Feature and
enhancements to
the service

Yes

Yes, If subscribed
for Updates on
status.druva.com

Hybrid
Workload

First & Third
Monday
Main Cloud
5:00 AM to 8:00
AM UTC
Gov Cloud
Friday - 5:00 PM
to 11:30 PM UTC

Native
Workload

Rolling Upgrades

N/A Unplanned
Service
Incident

N/A

Significant service
issue impacting
multiple
customers

Yes
(during the
incident period)

*If scheduled maintenance is required outside of the scheduled maintenance period described above, Druva will notify the Customer at least three (3) business days in advance.

To Subscribe for Updates

phoenixstatus.druva.com

insyncstatus.druva.com
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EOL policies

Druva is not obligated to provide technical support beyond the end-of-life (EOL) period.

EOL policy for inSync client

Each release of inSync client comes with new features and enhancements. Druva also releases patches and hotfixes for the inSync client as

and when required.

As per Druva’s end-of-life (EOL) policy, Druva discontinues versions of the inSync client that are more than 15 months old.

EOL for an inSync client version means an end to all technical assistance, auto-upgrades, and bug fixes for that version. During an inSync

release, Druva publishes the tentative EOL date for the inSync client. Six months prior to the planned EOL date, Druva starts sending

periodic reminders to its customers to ensure that they have sufficient time to upgrade.

Druva recommends that you periodically upgrade inSync clients installed on user laptops to the latest version. To view the supported

inSync client versions, see inSync cloud support and EOL policies.

EOL policy for inSync mobile app

Each release of the inSync mobile app comes with new features and enhancements. Druva also releases patches and hotfixes for the inSync

mobile apps as and when required.

As per Druva’s end-of-life (EOL) policy, Druva supports the last three major versions on iOS and Android mobile devices. Druva also

supports Windows Phone 8.x on the Windows Phone platform.

EOL for an inSync mobile app means an end to all technical assistance, auto-upgrades, and bug-fixes for that version. Druva recommends

that you periodically upgrade your mobile device OS to the latest version. To view the supported inSync mobile app versions, see inSync

cloud support and EOL policies.

EOL policy for inSync cloud cache

Each release of inSync cloud cache comes with new features and enhancements. Druva also releases patches and hotfixes for inSync cloud

cache as and when required.

As per Druva’s end-of-life (EOL) policy, Druva supports the last two versions of inSync cloud cache.

EOL for an inSync cloud cache version means an end to all technical assistance, auto-upgrades, and bug-fixes for that version. Druva

recommends that you periodically upgrade inSync cloud cache to the latest version.

EOL policy for inSync AD connector

Each release of the inSync AD connector comes with new features and enhancements. Druva also releases patches and hotfixes for inSync

AD connector as and when required.

As per Druva’s end-of-life (EOL) policy, Druva supports the last two versions of inSync AD connector.

EOL for an inSync AD connector version means an end to all technical assistance, auto-upgrades, and bug-fixes for that version. Druva

recommends that you periodically upgrade the inSync AD connector to the latest version.

EOL policy for Phoenix client

Each release of Phoenix client provides new features and enhancements. Druva also releases patches and hotfixes for the Phoenix client

as and when required. Druva recommends that you periodically upgrade Phoenix clients to the latest version. The following policies are

applicable to Phoenix:

1. EOS (end of support). Druva ends all support for the Phoenix client versions that are more than 18 months old, and no patches

are made available. Auto-upgrades will continue to work. Druva starts sending periodic reminders to its customers to ensure

that they upgrade Phoenix clients to the latest version.

2. EOL (end of life). EOL for a Phoenix client version means an end to all technical assistance, auto-upgrades, and bug fixes for that

version. Phoenix client versions that are more than 24 months old may stop connecting to the cloud and all backups/restores
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may be blocked. During a Phoenix release, Druva publishes the tentative EOL date for the Phoenix client. Six months prior to the

planned EOL date, Druva starts sending periodic reminders to its customers to ensure that they have sufficient time to upgrade.

EOL policy for Phoenix cloud cache

Each release of Phoenix cloud cache provides new features and enhancements. Druva also releases patches and hotfixes for Phoenix

cloud cache as and when required.

As per Phoenix end-of-life (EOL) policy, Druva supports the last two versions of Phoenix cloud cache. EOL for an Phoenix cloud cache

version means an end to all technical assistance, auto-upgrades, and bug-fixes for that version. Druva recommends that you periodically

upgrade Phoenix cloud cache to the latest version.

Sales: +1 888-248-4976 | sales@druva.com

Americas: +1 888-248-4976
Europe: +44 (0) 20-3750-9440
India: +91 (0) 20 6726-3300

Japan: +81-3-6890-8667
Singapore: +65 3158-4985
Australia: +61 1300-312-729

Druva® delivers Data Protection and Management for the cloud era. Druva Cloud
Platform is built on AWS and offered as-a-Service; customers drive down costs by
up to 50 percent by freeing themselves from the burden of unnecessary hardware,
capacity planning, and software management. Druva is trusted by thousands of
companies worldwide, including over 50 of the Fortune 500. Druva is a privately
held company headquartered in Sunnyvale, California, and is funded by Sequoia
Capital, Viking Global Investors, CDPQ, Neuberger Berman, Tenaya Capital,
Riverwood Capital, and Nexus Partners. Visit druva.com and follow us on LinkedIn,
Twitter, and Facebook.
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